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[Music notation]

Under the harvest moon in the busy, busy town,
I think about my country home in harvest time,

And oh! I picture the moonlight nights with those I love so dear; And all the time I think of them I wish they were near. I wonder if I'll ever see again, At harvest time, our cottage down the lane,

Then I just sigh for those times with my old folks upon the farm, Where in the evening everything was peaceful and calm. Goodbye, old busy town, you're not for me! I'm going back that dear old place to see!
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When that harvest moon is shining, Oh! oh! I wanna go home, Oh! oh! I wanna go home!

Harvest moon, you bring to my mind, Mum and daddy and the pony Neddy And the home I left behind.

Off to market every Saturday morn, With our old pony Ned, I used to roam, Singing on the journey: Gee up Neddy to the fair, what'll we get when we get there? When that harvest moon is shining.

Oh! oh! I wanna go home! I wanna go home! home!
Two Smashing Song Hits!

"CHONG" (He Come from Hong Kong)
By HAROLD WEEKS
Of "HINDUSTAN" fame
The New Song Hit they're Dancing, Singing, Humming and Whistling Everywhere

CHORUS

Chong, he come from Hong Kong, where Chinee-man

play all-ee day on a drum, Chong, no-lik-ee that song
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YOU'LL SING, DANCE and ENJOY
"Alabama Lullaby"
Over and over again, each time with growing fascination
By CAL DeVOLL

CHORUS

Down in Al-a-bam-a when the breeze begins to sigh,

Seems to softly murmur just the sweet-est lull-a-by, Each dear old Mammy in old Ala-
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